GM00558
RRID:CVCL_7294
Type: Cell Line

Proper Citation

(Coriell Cat# GM17205, RRID:CVCL_7294)

Cell Line Information

URL: https://web.expasy.org/cellosaurus/CVCL_7294

Proper Citation: (Coriell Cat# GM17205, RRID:CVCL_7294)

Description: Cell line GM00558 is a Transformed cell line with a species of origin Homo sapiens (Human)

Sex: Male

Defining Citation: PMID:62390, PMID:6096450, PMID:6451249, PMID:14583597, PMID:16260726, PMID:20889555, PMID:29959025


Category: Transformed cell line

Organism: Homo sapiens (Human)

Name: GM00558

Synonyms: GM-558, GM 558, GM558, GM00558B, GM17205

ID: CVCL_7294

Vendor: Coriell

Catalog Number: GM17205

---

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for GM00558.

No alerts have been found for GM00558.

---

Data and Source Information

Source: Cellosaurus

---

Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.